With a view to studying perturbation bounds, the class of functions / for which \\df(A)\\ = \\f (l} (A}\\ and \\d (2^f 
This map is called the Frechet derivative of/at x. As an element of &(X,Y) this inherits the norm \\df(x)\\=mp{\\df(x)(y)\\:
|[y|| = 1}. If /is differentiable for all x e Q, we have a map x \-> df (x) However, the characterisation of class ®! has eluded the authors. Bhatia [3] showed that operator monotone 00 functions are in (°) <2 n . He points out that the problem of characterising the n=l class $) n is intricate.
In this paper, we extend the techniques of [4] to study the class of functions which are in @ l n@ 2 Proof of this Theorem follows closely on the lines of (Theorem 2.1, [4] ) and the definition of the second order Frechet derivative. A)(B) = df(A)(B)g(A) +f ( 
Remark. For dn(h) = (k p~l /r(p))dl, p>Q, it is well known that

+ df(A)(B l }dg(A)(B 2 } 4-df(A)(B 2 )dg(A)(B,).
This gives that \\d(fg)(A)\\ < \\df(A)\\ \\g(A)\\ + \\f(A)\\ \\dg(A)\\
and Now by the hypothesis / and g are in ^ln& 2 and /, g, /
, g (l \ / (2) and g (2) are increasing functions. If j = sup{<>4jc,x>: ||x|| = l), then Step
\\d(fg)(A)\\ <(fg) (l \s)= \\(fg)
(
L Writing f(A) = -(Ah(A) + h(A)A) 9
where h(t) = t p+1 and using 
(Proposition 2.5 [4]) we have df(A)(B) = -lBh(A) + h(A)B + dh(A)(B)A + Adh(A)(B}\
Step IV. On the space H=C 2 , consider the following matrices: [4] . It would be interesting to know the status of the functions involved for remaining values of p.
